Congratulations to all of our graduates!

Rutgers University and all of its schools have always recognized the achievements of graduating undergraduate, masters, and doctoral students through a celebratory university-wide Commencement event and a series of individual school convocations at which each student’s name is called.

During the spring of 2020, these large events are not possible due to the coronavirus pandemic. Both University Commencement and the Convocation of the School of Communication and Information will be conducted virtually during the late spring. Links are being emailed to all graduates and the sites will remain available at least through 2020. Even though we will not gather together now, we hope our students and their families will enjoy receiving this graduation booklet to help celebrate your achievement.

In keeping with the wishes of our students, we plan to have an in-person school graduation or reception later in 2020 or 2021, when it is again safe to gather together in person.

Congratulations to our graduates! We look forward to celebrating with you virtually! We are so proud of you, and wish you much health, happiness, and success as you move to the next phase of your lives.

Inclusion of a name or notation in this booklet is not a guarantee that a student is graduating or earning the noted distinction.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Amin Abid
Romaisa Abid *
Michael S. Achar
Jessica Acierno ¹
John P. Acosta
Christopher A. Adamo
Obafemi E. Adebowale
Adesoji O. Adetunji ²
Keli D. Adiabu-Ekar ²
Douglas Bobby Adkins ¹
Jordan E. Adragna
Micky H. Aflalo *
Obiageli O. Agbu *
Angel D. Agudelo
Ariel A. Aguilar
Zayna M. Ahmad *
Adam A. Ahmed ¹
Hamza Ahmed
Hareem Ahmed ²
Usman S. Ahmed ¹*
Christopher P. Ahn *
Emmanuel C. Ajayi ¹
Shahryar Ajmal
Anudeep Akenapalli ¹
Aser Aladly ²
Isabel M. Alejandro *
Frank R. Alexander
Hajrah Ali
Melissa Ali
Sebastian A. Ali
Amer M. Aliamer
Ameer H. Al-Khatahtbeh
Alison A. Allocco
Lissette A. Almonte
Emad Alvi ¹
Jennifer L. Amada *°
Tyler W. Ambrogio
Louis F. Ambrosini
Noopur Amin *
Prithika P. Anand
Kerri A. Anderson °
Ryan Anderson
Alexander Dela Vega Angeles ¹*
Veronica Anismatta
Brian H. Antell
Maria Antony *
Andrea Apostolescu
Justin Edward T. Aquino
Joseph L. Araman

Pierre A. Arca-Sedda *
Ambar D. Arevalo
Andrew J. Aromando, Jr.
Mandeep Arora
Pashmeet K. Arora
Pinay C. Arp
Diane A. Asante
Mitchelle Asenjo
Ramez T. Asham *
Marissa C. Ashton
Chelsea G. Atmaja
Kevin J. Au
Daniel Avila
Maria Awad ¹
Sadiq Azad *
Alirat Azeez ²
Thomas G. Azer ¹
Artem Azimov
Mannal H. Babar *
Keenan E. Baghal ²
Albert L. Bainbridge IV *
Diane Balint
Olivia A. Ballweg ²
Chase M. Banks
Priyanka Bansal
Keren S. Barahona
Geovanny Barboza ¹
Christian Barillas *
Samantha B. Barnes
Trent A. Barrett
Abner R. Barriera
George A. Basantes ¹
Nashia Basit *°
Victor A. Basov
Thomas Patrick Baum ¹
Jessa Catherine Bedser ¹*
Briana Bennett ²
Sean Jabari Benson ¹
Keri A. Berger ²°
Samuel A. Berkley ²
Benjamin A. Berkowitz
Amber R. Besante
Russell M. Best *
Nisa L. Betancourt
Vanessa A. Bethea ¹
Abhimanu Bhardwaj ¹
Victoria N. Bianco
Jenna N. Bilis *
Joshua M. Birbach ¹
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Caisey Colleen Blake ¹*
Nico A. Blasucci  *
Tyler Patrick Bogart ¹
Taylor N. Bogensberger
Thomas V. Boland ²
Casey R. Bonagura ²
Basil N. Bonney
Saisankeerth Boppana ¹
Wesley P. Borke
Brianna N. Bornstein  *
Nicole A. Bowman
Kaitlyn E. Boyce  ° o
James L. Boyle  *
Tianna M. Bradford ²
Devon S. Brenner  °
Kasey R. Bronstein
Kara M. Brooks
Simone A. Brooks
Nicholas P. Brown, Jr.
Jordan J. Brozas ²
Brian A. Bucher
Alissa Bufalini
Hans C. Bumanglag
Ashley Z. Bustos
Kelsey E. Butler
Alexander H. Byun
Sooyeon Byun °
Marvin A. Caballero
Angel G. Cabrera  *
Arelis J. Calderon
Daniel T. Caldwell  *
Haile Calhoun ²
Connor J. Callahan
Matthew Calugay  *
Catherine M. Camarena
Zeying Cao ¹
Jonathan Carangui
Mario A. Carbajal
Juan P. Cariaso ¹
Edgar Y. Carrasco
Sandra Casanas
Albert B. Cassamajor
Jasmine Castillo  *
Gabriel G. Castro  *
Samantha T. Castro ¹
Anthony J. Celentano  *
Kayla L. Celleri Elizalde  ° °
Valerie E. Cerreta  ° °
Tanya K. Chahal °
Jericho Chaikin ¹
Ayanna Chain
Troy Chambliss
Avery H. Chang ¹
Benjamin M. Chang  *
Harrison J. Chang ²
Joseph Chang ¹
Angie S. Chango
Prithvi Chari
Gavin Chau
Ryan L. Chau
Jimmy Chen ²
Julie Chen
Brandon Cheng
Justin J. Cheng
Andrea S. Cheong-A-Shack °
Anisha A. Cherian  *
Ikjot S. Chhatwal ²
Steven O. Chicas
Christian S. Chien ²
Kevin R. Chmiel
Soowon Cho ¹*
Eliot S. Choe
Anne Choi ¹*
John J. Choi
Young U. Choi  *
Holly N. Chok ¹*
Shweta Chopra
Anik Chowdhury ¹*
George Chu
Anthony K. Chuang
Amarachi I. Chukwuma  *
Kacey A. Cielecki
Anthony Cioffi
Israel L. Clark ¹
Lena Claus ²
Edward F. Clements
Trevor I. Cohen
Katherine D. Colaguori
Maura E. Collins ¹
Brianna H. Corrado  ° °
Whitney S. Cort  *
Cristian C. Cortes
Pamela M. Cortez  *
Jacquelyn L. Covello
Alexander D. Coward
Christina Cowie  *
Chloe M. Cox ²
Dusk K. Crescenzo
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Alexander Byron Criscione ¹
Armani A. Croft
Cherie N. Crosby
Carina Cruz ¹
Hemmanuel Cruz ¹
Vivien Bianca J. Cruz
Alexandra Cruzado
Bryan Csoros ²
Parker Cuevas-Woodall
Vincent J. Curreri III
Aidan A. Cushing ²
Ray Da Costa Faria °
Ashley L. D'Altilio °
Kasey J. Damo
Jay Mukesh Darji ¹
Preeya T. Dave °°
Xenia L. David
Emily A. Davidson
Savannah P. Davis
Ankush De *
Daniel V. De Oliveira *
Joseph S. DeCollibus
Ryan M. DeFeo ²
Randy T. DeGregorio *
Kirsten J. Dehkes
Carissa E. DeJulio
Eric J. Deleon *
Eric J. Delgado *
Camile N. DeMacedo
Audrey P. Demirjian
Andrea M. Deprisco
Annalisa DeSeno ¹
Jackie A. Deshommes
Kara A. DeSouza ²°
Kristen N. DeVoe *
Arun Dey ¹
Steven Dezuniga ²
Amanvir Singh Dhanoa ¹
Shubhechha P. Dhar °°
Marina B. Di Costanzo ¹
Millie D. Diaz
Rosemary S. Diaz *
Felipe I. Diaz Prado ²
Albert J. Didzbalis
Krista Marie Didzbalis ¹*
John L. Dimmick
Ziqi Ding ¹
John A. DiSimone
Elianny Elizabeth Disla ¹

Kyla M. Dodd
Samantha E. Douglas °
Brianna M. Dowd
Mary Ellen Dowd °°
Erin E. Doyle
Jordan E. Drab
Stephanie Dresher
Monica C. Dresnin
Taylor J. Dua *
Bruna D. Duarte ¹°
Pamela W. Duchnowski
Julia R. Duddy °
Michael J. Dunleav ¹
Peter B. Duong *
Jailene Duran
Haleigh M. Durkin ¹
Stephen J. Dynda
Alexis L. Eades °°
Jenna M. Eberling
Anthony R. Eckerson
Naresh C. Edala ²°
Tiffany M. Egan
Allish A. Eisele ²
Justin D. Eisenberg *
Thomas J. Ellis, Jr. ¹
Salma Elzahry *
Gilbert Espinoza
Humberto E. Esquibel Berniz
Juan J. Estrada ²
Erika Etke *
Alexandra V. Fabugais-Inaba *
Chenhui Fan
Rongzhe Fan
Xin Fang
Maram M. Farag
Arvind S. Farmah
Mishal F. Farrukh
Shiran Fatalle ²
Brad E. Feeney-Loprinzi
Daron Feng
Gabriel T. Fernandez
Cristina C. Ferucci
Luke G. Finer
Erik A. Fink ¹°°
Casey A. Finnegar
Brianna P. Fleming °°
Ashley N. Flores
Ryan J. Flynn ¹
Skylar M. Fogarty
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jeffrey G. Fontaina ¹
Ryan C. Forbes
Emily Foster *
Tyra L. Foster
Anthony G. Foti
Alexa N. Foxall ²
Faith Dominique Franzonia ¹*
Justin D. Frattura ²
Mia C. Freeland
Tyler F. Friedberg
Brennan P. Fullen
Caitlyn M. Fulwood
Anthony P. Gallo ²
Ana P. Galvez ²
Sonya Gande *
Prit Gandhi *
Jose N. Garcete
Kilian M. Gebur *
Sandra E. George ²
Paige E. Gerals
Marielle R. Gerbino ¹
Tyler G. Gerckens
Katie E. Gesumaria
Kate Giacchetti °
Mateusz Gieldowski
Alexandra Teresa Giori ¹
Zachary V. Godwin
Demaris F. Gonzalez
Okera N. Goodwin ²
Loren N. Gorzowski
Robert F. Graham
Jahmarry M. Grant
Emily C. Graves *
Adam C. Gray °
Natasha Griffith *
Nicholas R. Grimando
Jason R. Grimm
Jacob D. Grindlinger
Sydney Nicole Groves ¹
Samuel F. Guarino
Joseph E. Guddemi
Arella K. Guirantes
Baret Gulbenkian °
Mücteba Gürcanlı ¹
Clarissa A. Guzman
Philip Y. Ha
Troy Bryant Hahn ¹*
Alexa A. Hamilton ²
Rebekah E. Han °°
Rohan Handiwala
Sadie R. Handy ²
Victoria E. Hardy
Jamie Harris °
Riley R. Heiblim
Stephany B. Heilbron
Eve Beth Heinrich ¹*
Alexis N. Helsel
Jake R. Hempel ¹
Stephanie Hendricks
James J. Heo *
Victoria R. Hepler
David D. Hernaiz
Monica Hernandez-Eissa °°
Reinier J. Herrera
Phoenix R. Herring *
Kira M. Herzog *
James J. Hicks
Andrew R. Higgins
Farah S. Hilal
Madison L. Hill *
Sienna L. Hoagland ²
Jaiquan A. Holloway-Reeves
Cleavon A. Holman ¹
Matthew D. Holmes
Brian C. Hon ¹
Nicholas M. Hornick
Robert H. Horowitz
Alen Hot ²
Mallory Lynne House ¹
Chelsea Jean Housel ¹
Janice L. Huang
Joey Huang ¹
Mingkun Huang
Jeevan Hubbard ²
Sabrina Huwang *
Nikki J. Iannantuano ¹
Oluwasemilore Ifaturoti
Phillip A. Iglesias *
Alyssa S. Ignacio
Andrey Ilkiv
Kamila I. Ivashka ²
Christopher Jackson ¹
Jason Jacob ¹*
Mahima Jacob
Essence M. Jarrell ¹
Corey Jason °°
Urbens Jean-Baptiste
Mindaugas Jefimovas
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Daniel J. Jensen
Olivia S. Jensen °◦
Hochan Jeong
Dylan P. Jew *
Victoria Jiang *
Xuelun Jiang *
Arlyn Jimenez Ulerio o
Julia Jin
Iseman J. Johnson
LaVee Johnson ¹*
Kathren R. Jones
Gayla S. Jones °◦
Ain S. Jones-Davis ²
Robert Joseph *
Brandon I. Juan
Seif M. Juban ¹
Savannah J. Kaden ²
Victoria K. Kamvissis
Rex Kang *
Siqi Kang
Dhiti D. Kapadia
Maria Kasper *
Megan A. Katona *
Alexandra Z. Katsoudas °◦
Cole M. Kaufman °◦
Babnit Kaur ¹*
Zohaib A. Kazi
Cambria L. Keefe
Alexandra E. Kehagias °◦
Tejas Kelkar ²
Brianna M. Kelly °◦
Shannon M. Kenny *
Anupam K. Kesari
Khalid Khalil
Asraf Khan
Noman R. Khan
Omar M. Khan
Sarah A. Khan ²
Sherox Khan *
Sahana L. Khandavilli
Jenny Khatri °◦
Ksenia Khlystova ²◦◦
Mackenzie E. Killilea *
Elizabeth J. Kilpatrick *
David M. Kim *
Han Seong Kim *
Jae Eun Kim *
Jennifer J. Kim o
Sukyoung Kim

Susanna Jeehae Kim ¹
Victor Kim ¹
Yong Min Kim
Stephen Kimball
Daniel J. King *
StaceyAnn King ¹
Alperen Kir
Justin B. Kirkland
Dominique Knight ¹
Kimberly Anne Knowles ¹
Rebecca A. Koblin *
Timothy K. Koh
Jeremy Kojongian ¹
Christopher E. Kollias
Nishita Kommana
Daniel A. Korduba ²
Ekenedilichukwu E. Korieocha
Kevin E. Kornecki ²
Michael S. Korsun ²
Ross B. Krachman *
Ryan T. Krug ²
Wyatt J. Kudo ¹
Harrison J. Kudwitt *
Alexander John Kuffermann ¹*
Abhay Kumar
Kevalas Kumar
Brian R. Kunz
Jamie L. Kurtzer *
Soumya Kurup
Brianna M. La Russa
Joseph F. Labriola III *
Claire J. Lacy
Nain Fatima Ladak ¹
Nicholas Mark Ladzinski ¹
Antonio J. LaGuardia ²*
Toni Anne Lahdo ¹*
Gino M. Laratro
Jonathan T. LaRoche
Amanda R. Lassiter
Robert A. Laura *
Elizabeth A. LaVille
Nicholas Grant Lawrie ¹*
Bryan L. Le ¹
Dongyeop Lee
Esther Lee
Eunice Lee °◦
Haesoo Lee
Hon Ying Lee
James A. Lee ²
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

June O. Lee
Kaiwen Max Lee ¹
Connor J. Leong
Krysti Leong
Jordan A. Levy *
Sera P. Lewis
Leonard Leyva
Congyuan Li *
Kevin Ang Li ¹
Xiaoyu Li *
Yifei Li
Eli J. Licavoli ²
Erica A. Limatola *
Andy Lin
Hanzheng Lin
Raymond Lin
Xue Ting Lin
Christian L. Line
Ryan B. Ling
Nicholas J. Lisa
Emily P. Liu *
Jenny Liu
Shuying Liu
Christina M. LoBiondo
Angela Maria LoBosco ¹°
Cristina E. LoBrace ⁰
Ava L. Lockner
Jaehan Loh
William G. Loh
Christopher J. Lomauro ⁰°
Leonardo Lopez
Paul Lopez ²
Brandon J. Loree
Maria C. Lozano
Alan Edward Lucy ¹
Elorm Lumor ¹
Andrew J. Lunde
Kexin Luo ⁰°
Jack Ly *
Weikun Ma
Eric A. Mack
Tyreek S. Maddox-Williams
Vibhen Mahida
Omar A. Mahmoud *
John K. Maina
Esdras Malbranche
Muhammad Afnan Malik ¹*
Varun Malik
Austin P. Manalese *
Maliaka D. Manning ⁰°
Salman Mansuri *
Kwabena Marfo
Arianna G. Marino ²
Alexander Marker
Valentina Marmolejo ⁰°
Michael L. Martinez
Sydney Martir-Taps
Grace R. Mastronardi
Regina Mathew
Bernardo Matias ¹
Sherin S. Mattappallil
Brandyn B. Mauro
Alberta J. McAleavey *
Kailyn E. McBride
Gabriela A. McDaniel ⁰
Matthew J. McGarrity
Kelly T. McGinley ⁰
Ryan F. McGinnis *
Parker J. McGowan
Jacqueline B. McGuire ²
Ryan W. McKinley
Erin J. McLachlan *
George E. McLaughlin IV *
Jessica D. McLaughlin ¹
Connor K. McMurdo
Nicole A. Meckler *
Jordan B. Mehan *
Brian Mejia
Camila P. Mejia
Nancy Melendez ²
Jovelle Marie Melgar ¹
Raymond W. Mercer ²
Jordan A. Meyers ⁰°
Xīnyǔ Miáo ¹
Joseph Conor Michalitsiansos ¹
Maryluz Michel ¹
Amanda R. Middleton *
Maria F. Migliorino *
Mallory Anne Milhisler ¹*
Madison R. Miller
Ahsan K. Mirza ¹
Mahria Saba Mirza ¹
Julia M. Miskulin
Vismay Mistry *
Jacob M. Moffatt ¹
Abdallah A. Mohamed Ewis
Madhumathi Mohanmurali *
Aaditya Mohapatra
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jordyn T. Mooney
Jake E. Moore
Kevin L. Moore
Meghan C. Moore
Alysha M. Mooring *
Jaime A. Moreno
Hearly M. Moreta
Tania Mota *
Diane C. Mueller *
Leslie A. Mujica *
Celine Murakami 1 *
Laura R. Naegle
Aiza Nageeb 2 *
Wan Namgung
Francesco V. Nappi
Kyle R. Neiswender
Samantha T. Nelson 2
Daniel P. Newton
Jonathan Y. Ng
Teresa G. Ngo *
Rachael D. Ngoge *
Daniel L. Nguyen *
Dustin Patrick Niles 1
Sophia A. Nitkin * o
James L. Nitti
Naomi C. Nivar o
Jake M. Nordhausen 2
Elizabeth K. Nugent
Brett A. O’Donnell 1 *
Valene P. O’Donnell
Kristin Jeanne Ofeldt 1
Tinah A. Ogalo * o
Samantha M. Oliva
Jenifer Olvera 2
Breana Omana
Laurah Onkendi *
Adaeze Onyiuke 2
Laura A. Opachinski 1
Sarah J. Osmun
Bryan Ospina *
Marvin Ospina 1
Amber M. Osterbrink * o
Kelly J. Ostergren o
Jakob Ostrove *
Matthew K. Otai
Justin N. Otchere 1 *
Mengshuang Ouyang
Yehudis Owrutsky 2 *
Omer F. Ozturk

Shuntel R. Padgett
Valerie J. Paganessi 1 *
Alja J. Pais 1
Christopher S. Pak
Taejin Pak
Thomas Z. Palka
Nikki E. Pappas
Zan’ielle T. Parham 1
Allison Park
Sunil Park
Dhruv Parmar
Shawn S. Parmar
Kristin Alexandria Parodi 1 *
Rohith Parthasarathy 1
Brianna L. Pascua
Aakash K. Patel *
Akshar S. Patel
Chandni Patel *
Deepan Patel
Hiren P. Patel 2
Kena A. Patel
Kunj Navinchandra Patel 1
Nili Patel *
Nirali M. Patel 1
Payal M. Patel
Poonam S. Patel
Priya G. Patel
Rajan A. Patel
Rishi N. Patel
Romil V. Patel *
Rujul N. Patel 1
Rushit S. Patel
Shiv D. Patel
Shivam B. Patel
Shivam N. Patel 1
Sonale S. Patel
Tulsi N. Patel *
Vaishali J. Patel
Vivek Patel 1 *
Yash H. Patel
Kierra M. Pean * o
Laura E. Pearlstein *
Daniel E. Pemberton
Nala M. Pena
Natalia A. Pena
Kellyann R. Pepe
Denice O. Peralta
Elizabeth O. Perchun *
Alison Pereira
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jacqueline Perez
Marisa A. Perez
Catherine G. Perry
Briel Peters °
Jabari Phillips *
Lauren N. Piatkowski
Brendon M. Pierce ¹
Scott J. Pietscher, Jr.
Frankie M. Pignataro
Alicebenis Pimentel *
Brianna M. Polito
Brianna J. Pollack
Maitland M. Pontelandolfo *
Stanislav V. Potapov
Christine E. Potkul °
Leigh R. Precopio
Willington Prevelon ¹
Gavin A. Pritchard ²
Cara N. Provenzano ° °
Nikita V. Punit ²
Lamis N. Qayyum *
Kevin R. Quigley ²
Brandon O. Quiros
Kendra Quiroz
Paulina Bianca C. Racela
Amanda L. Racz
Klaudia K. Radon
Miraz Rafaeli
Kaishini T. Ragumar ²
Rita M. Ramirez
Caroline M. Rankin °
Haris M. Rao ²
Sandesh Rao
Anjali D. Reddy
Andrew D. Reid, Jr. ²
Carly R. Reid
Nicholas V. Reis ¹
Allison M. Remler *
Johan Reyes, Jr.
Angela L. Riccitello *
Darleny Rivas *
Matthew A. Rivera
Rachelle M. Rivera
Alyssa L. Rivers ° °
Alyssen L. Rivers °
Christopher J. Robertson *
Ashley R. Robinson
Christopher G. Rodgers
Cheyenne L. Rodriguez °
Russell Christian Rosal
Daniel M. Rosales
Brianna V. Rosario *
Jairo Rosario
Brandon S. Rose
Julianna M. Rossano *
Jared Elijah Roswadowsky ¹
Nicole T. Rowe *
Morgan T. Rue
Peter Ruiz
Simone Isabella Russo ¹
Jacqueline F. Rutgers °
Jessica Brooke Rybak ¹
Alison M. Rydwin
Cem B. Sahin ¹
Abdullah M. Sakar
Mohamed M. Sakar ¹
Mohamed A. Salam
Ahmed M. Saleh ² *
Neha Salman
Talha Salman
Jacklyn Salmeri ²
Marisa L. Salvia °
Kevin J. Samaniegocalva ² *
Amanee T. Samaroo
Stephen E. Samra
Juancarlo Samson *
Nicolas Arturo Sanchez ¹ *
Harjit Singh Sandhu ¹
Adam C. Santana ²
Anthony Santiago
Jacquelyn N. Santiago
Tyler J. Santiago
Jennifer F. Santos ° °
Dhwani J. Saraiya
Harnish P. Savalia ¹
Steven Savard
Kayla K. Scammacca
Samantha C. Scarpello
Kassandra G. Scheese ° °
Quinn R. Schembor
Daniel S. Schement
Anna A. Schnetzer *
Jake D. Schoenbach
Sydney M. Schoener
Jenna M. Schuchardt *
Julia A. Schuchardt °
Adam G. Schwartz
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Joel T. Schwartz ¹
Marissa K. Scognamiglio *
Caroline L. Scott
William J. Scott
Nicholas T. Senuto
Daniel J. Serrano
Shreya Sethi *
Parinha Sethik
Alexa Shack ¹*
Beenal Shah
Manan S. Shah
Parth M. Shah
Vishrut D. Shah
Yash R. Shah
Tahmid E. Shams
Yue Shang
Meghna Shanker ¹
Nishant Y. Shastri
Talya Shatzky *°
Oleg Shcturmay ¹*
Salwa Sheikh ²
Siwei Shen
Brian A. Sherbert
Bradley E. Sheridan
Weixu Shi
Jong Seong Shim *
Janet W. Shin
Yeon-Jin Shin
Yoo R. Shin
Gaurav M. Shirodkar
Chandini Shirupalli ¹*
Natalie D. Shute *
Abimanyu Singaram ¹
Akashdeep Singh ²
Gurwinder Singh ²
Randeep Singh
Simratvir Singh ¹
Vickram Singh
Shreya Sinha Ray
Matthew J. Siriani *
Veronica D. Slater °
Makena S. Smargiassi °
Cassidy N. Smedley *
Savion T. Smith ²
Troy D. Smith, Jr. ¹
Omar Sohail *
Edwin J. Solorzano ²
David L. Son
Zoya Sood

Nathalia M. Soto
Matthew F. Spiegel ²
John D. Spillane
Sowmya Srinivasan *
Christine St. Augustine
Jasmine C. Stackhouse
Joshua J. Stalsworth II *
Frederick Stange, Jr. ¹
Reem Z. Stein ¹
Brandon C. Stephen
Samuel A. Stolz
James W. Streeter
Brayan D. Suarez Ballestero
Caelan K. Sujet *
Taylor A. Sumereau *°
Chenxi Sun
Jianyu Sun ²
Brendan J. Suszynski
Muhammed J. Syed ¹
Peter Szabo, Jr. ¹*
Abigail L. Szpekman *°
Marc A. Tamasco
Himanshu Tandon ²
Denajah Tarver
Nathalia M. Tavares °
Nidia Altagracia Tejada ¹
Alexa Tepedino °
Samantha A. Tercek ²
Nicholas Terez ²
Ashvini Thomas ²
Autumn L. Thomas *
Shannon Starr Thomas ¹°
Stephen J. Thomas
Grant Thompson *
Jackson B. Thompson
Selena Nicole Thorne ¹
Samuel Edward Thornton ¹*
Rajith V. Thota ¹
Nicholas R. Tillson *
Anthony Topol
David Torres
Laureen M. Torres ²
Devon T. Totoro
Andrew Tran
Gregory A. Trench ¹
Marielya Trinidad
Aakash A. Trivedi ¹
Sunny K. Trivedi ¹
Urvee M. Trivedi ²
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jessica G. Troast  
Emily M. Trzeciak  
Pak Ki Tse  
Talib M. Turnbull  
Enidyaj O. Turner ²  
Alianna C. Ude ²  
Nicholas R. Ungar ²  
Aashneil Uppuluri  
Marisa A. Urcinole  
Marly V. Valiente °  
Vanessa K. Varlack  
Alan Vasquez ²  
Lissette Vasquez ²  
Silvia Vasquez-Saenz  
Javier M. Velasquez  
Carlos G. Velazquez  
Kevin A. Velez  
Esha Verma ²  
Kruthika Vetrivelan  
Kyle A. Vetter  
Alec Vidamo  
Nicholas J. Villano ¹  
Chase L. Voldase °  
Peyton E. Wagner °  
Minal Wajed  
Andrew G. Walker °  
Jillian G. Walker  
Stephen T. Walsh ¹  
Lin Wang  
Yichun Wang  
Yuqing Wang  
Fahima N. Waqqas  
Erin C. Ward °  
Dana F. Warhaftig °  
Joshua I. Warner  
Andrea Mae Wasman ¹  
Tyson D. Waters  
Bianca Watson ¹  
Gianna M. Way  
Brady M. Weiman °  
Juliana Weinstein  
Benjamin Samuel Weiss ¹°  
Jonathan B. Weiss ²  
Gianna A. West °  
Olivia Lynn Whelan ¹  
Kevin Whitmer ¹  
Jack Trevalion Williams ¹  
Jayvious I. Williams ²  
John K. Williams ²°  

Julia P. Wilson  
Christopher J. Wind  
Daly E. Winterich  
Andrew Wong  
Brandon J. Wong °  
Joshua Wong ¹°  
Nicole M. Works  
Andrew Wu  
Zhenfeng Wu  
Ertong Xhambazi °  
Tian Xing  
Jonathan F. Xiong ¹  
Abhishak K. Yadav ²  
Ben Yang ²  
David Yang  
Liouing Yang  
Yanlin Yang °  
Prathigna Yerakala °  
Christina S. Yim °°  
Jeanette M. Yip °  
Melissa Yip °  
Sylvia Y. Yong °  
Elena Q. Yu ²  
Shen Yu  
Alan L. Yueh  
Kyle R. Zackeru ²  
Zehra Zaidi ²  
Nicole M. Zaliwski  
Maheh A. Zamee °  
Chenyu Zhai  
Demi S. Zhang  
Richard Zhang ¹  
Devin Zheng  
Zhou Zheng  
Victoria S. Zhou  
Ziao Zhou  
Mohammad G. Ziab  
Tyler A. Zucker  
Joanna U. Zybura

¹ Indicates January 2020 graduates  
² Indicates August 2020 graduates  
° Indicates departmental honors  
° Indicates candidates for a disciplinary honor society. Note that August 2020 graduates may become eligible for honor societies after the date of printing of this program booklet.
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Communication and Information Studies or Master’s Degree in Communication and Media

Nor Adelin Binti Ajmain
Matthew Badessa, Jr. ¹
Celia Ariana Bartolomea
Devika Bhandari
Marina Silva Brito
Gabriella Maria Carbone ¹
Zilin Chen
Angela Chhour
Marina Costa
Keisha R. Dabrowski
Bradly Joseph Derechailo ¹
Lauren Eileen Dinardo
Kelly J. Dombrowski ²
Asa Cheree Dugger
Kiara Dunston ¹
Nebal Khaled Farsakh ²
Danielle Zhanè Felton ¹
Lia Cathryn Floreno ¹
Benita Akosua Frimpong
Sabrina Isabella Gattuso
Kristen Regina Gilbride
Lance Wayne Glinn ¹
Xin Han ¹
Jennifer Hollis ¹
Dinan Huang ¹
Kayla A. Jennings-Rivera
Qinwen Ji
Emily Melissa Kafas
Ryan Andrew Kelly ¹
Zara Khan ¹
Stella Caroline Khezri
Sonika Kohli
Phuong Linh Le
Haoran Li ¹
Meihui Li
Weijia Mao
Elizabeth A. G. Matusiak ¹
Laura Meléndez
Loana Mendez-Solano ²
Madison Molner
Jenna Rachael Moschella ¹
Xoë Bonita Nuñez
Cynthia Nina Okeke ¹
Ashante Raya Patterson ²
Lloyd Nash Pearson V
Justine Simone Quow
Miranda Danielle Ramirez ¹
Kathleen Raymond
Amanda T. Reznik
Celestie Rodrigues ¹
Gerardo Jose Rosas
Youngjin Ryu
Amber Sabri
Nandhini Sasikumar ¹
Mary Tiffany Settles ¹
Jinyi Shi
Bhriana Smith
Raenisha K. Smith
Natalie R. Spangenberg
Peinong Tan
Joshua Paul Veltrie ¹
Anqi Wang
Chuting Wang
Jingxuan Wang
Alexandra J. Warwick ¹
Geyao Wei
Lundon Wilson
Roy Lee Woods, Jr ²
Meng Xia
Wei Xue ¹

¹ Indicates January 2020 graduates
² Indicates August 2020 graduates
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information

Emily Wright Abramenko ¹
Nadja Acevedo Miller ¹
Matthew Kenneth Ackerman
Michelle Nicole Aguiar ¹
Madison Lindsay Akins
Lydia Andeskie
Sara Angel
Sonia Ansari ¹
Amber Averett
Misty Dawn Babb
Stephen James Bacchetta
Cristina Marion Baraky ¹
Chelsea Barrett
Taylor L. Baugher
Courtney Savannah Beard
Alexis Ilene Becker
Anthony James Bedi
Casandra Begin ²
Ida Benfield ¹
Laura Grace Berestecki ¹
Nicole Bermudez ¹
Shady Shehata Beshai
Max Frederick Biles ¹
Feridina Dora Bisha
Ashley M. Blake ¹
Susan Lyn Borbely ¹
Marybeth Boyer-Ginsberg
Angela Bozek
Aleksandra Kristina Brittain ¹
Dori L. Broomell
Megan Rose Bruggeman ²
Ryan Lynn Bryant
Donna Y. Butler
Amanda Marie Carey ¹
Allen Chang ¹
Gale L. Chludzinski ¹
Abhishek Vikram Choudhury ¹
Joshua Cohen
Alyssa Ann Coleman ²
Sophia L. Collier Bryan ¹
Virginia Ryan Cooper
Stephanie Lynn Crawford ¹
Zhengyang Cui
Laura E. Curry
Erin Dagenais ¹
Yun Dai ²
Amy Mitchell Davenport ¹
William Reynolds Davis ¹
Alexandra McKenzie DeAngelis
Marianne DeAngelis
Mary Elizabeth Ann DeMauro ¹
Alexa Rae Devine ¹
Max Aaron Dienemann ²
Lisa Ann Dworak
Isabelle Encela ²
Charles R. Engelke
Jessica Garofalo Eschbach ¹
Kailee Faber ²
Maryam Fayazi
Joanne Patricia Ferguson
Nathan Solomon Fisch
Matthew Elliot Frenkel
Mary Codd Fuchs
Austen Ashwin Gabrielpillai
Shelby Lynn Gajdica
Ryan Dale Gerber
Angela Giles
Ian Xavier Grayson
Shaista Marie Griffin
Julia Elizabeth Grossman
Alexa Yvonne Hall ¹
Jennifer Katherine Haring ¹
Jacqueline Rose Hertz
Christine Marie Holcombe ¹
Deborah Jeanne Holland ²
Joan Kao Hsiao ¹
Abigail Chiajou Hsu ¹
Zachary Alfred Ilch
Nyrre Louise Jackson
Haley Morgan James ¹
Lanscy Ashley Jean-Pierre
Sneha Karla ¹
Brittany Nicole Kealy
Damien L. Kelly ¹
Dean R. Klimek
Melanie P. Konstantinou ²
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information

Lila Rose Kwederis  
Frances Kyrtatas ¹  
Christopher William Lainson ¹  
Alexandria Lynn Laudisi  
Max P. Lavery ¹  
Sophia Lee  
Mingzhe Li  
Siyu Li  
Annie Nicole Liss  
Boy Li  
Rebecca Frances Lovas ¹  
Leanne Ly ²  
Shavanya Kierah Lynch  
Milton R. Machuca-Gálvez  
Daniel James Maharg  
Danielle Taylor Marchetti ¹  
Eden Lee Mazer Schwartz  
Liz Magda Mazuca  
Kayla Jane McCuistion  
Julie Catherine McGough ¹  
Michele Lauren Mesi  
Steven Mezh ¹  
Natasha Renee Mikulich ²  
Asha Mone Mobiley  
Anusha Muralidharan ¹  
Christine Mary Murphy  
Thomas Nash Murphy  
Jeffrey S. Olah ¹  
Jesse Osofo  
Mathew Abey Palakudiyil  
Florence Pao  
Gabriel Paradela  
Meredith Christine Parker ¹  
Dhruma G. Patel ¹  
Karan Dilip Patel  
Pooja M. Patel  
Christopher Penrith  
Megan Frances Pettigano  
Jennifer Erika Porter  
Marguerite Lavino Putney  
Josef W. Rabin ¹  
Miranda Danielle Ramirez  
Xueying Ren  
Ariel Grace Richvalsky  
Chelsea Jennifer Rizzolo ²  
Sarah Eileen Rogers  
Kelsea Anne Rowan ¹  
Adam Thomas Rule ²  
Tara Shaw Ryan ¹  
Ana Maria Sanchez Gil  
Sarthak Sarna  
David Samuel Sastre ¹  
Juliana Claire Schicho  
Teresa Renee Seefeldt ¹  
Gabriella Marie Shriner  
Danyal Rahman Siddiqui  
Katelynn Marie Simmons ¹  
Holly Christine Sphatt-Mcgrath ¹  
Lavanya Srinath  
Madeleine Hamilton Stern ¹  
James Williams Storm  
Emily Megan Stowell ¹  
Leslie Marie Taylor  
Miriam Terron-Elder ¹  
Angelina Thompson ¹  
Steven William Thompson  
Amber Dawn Tortorelli ²  
Amanda Vernola  
Jeremy David Wallace ¹  
Kaila Marie Ward  
Ashleigh Mae Williams  
Charisse Nicole Willis  
Meredith Gibson Wray ²  
LuAnn M. Wright  
Yiwen Xu  
Margaret Jean Yankovich  
Vivian Youn ¹  
Alexa Nicole Zbieranowski ¹  

¹ Indicates January 2020 graduates  
² Indicates August 2020 graduates  
* Indicates candidates for Beta Phi Mu Honor Society. Note that May and October 2020 graduates become eligible for this honor in May 2021
Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy in Communication, Information, and Library Studies, or in Communication, Information, and Media*

Eun Jung Baik ¹
Dissertation title: Trustworthiness Evaluation in Recommendation Seeking Behavior
Adviser: Nicholas J. Belkin

Joseanne Shelly Cudjoe
Dissertation title: Digital Sister Circles: Sites of Resistance Against Hegemonic Ideologies About Black Natural Hair
Adviser: Todd Wolfson

Souvick Ghosh
Dissertation title: Exploring Intelligent Functionalities of Spoken Conversational Search Systems
Adviser: Chirag Shah

Kyungwon Kang ¹
Dissertation title: (De)Constituting Alcoholics Anonymous: The Four Flows of Anonymous Communication
Adviser: Craig R. Scott

Cheryl Klimaszewski
Dissertation title: An Ethnographic Study of Romanian Vernacular Museums as Spaces of Knowledge-Making and Their Institutional Legitimation
Adviser: Marija Dalbello

Teis Stig Möeller Kristensen ²
Dissertation title: The Ways Communication Ease Knowledge Sharing: An Examination of Three Organizations with Knowledge Intensive Services
Adviser: Matthew Weber

Jiqun Liu
Dissertation title: A State-Based Approach to Supporting Users in Complex Search Tasks
Adviser: Chirag Shah

Weixu Lu ¹
Dissertation title: The Reconfiguration of Time-Space: An Exploratory Research of Urban Space and Digital Media Technologies
Adviser: Keith Hampton

Alptug Okten ¹
Adviser: Jack Bratich
Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy in Communication, Information, and Library Studies*

Fanny Anne Ramirez ¹
Dissertation title: The Digital Turn in Public Criminal Defense
Adviser: Jeffrey Lane

Eun Youp Rha
Dissertation title: An Exploratory Study of Social Aspects of Task-Based Information Seeking Behavior
Adviser: Nicholas J. Belkin

Jacob Michael Sanchez
Dissertation title: Investigating Basketball Twitter: A Community Examination of Serious Leisure Information Practices
Adviser: Ross Todd

Inyoung Shin ¹
Dissertation title: The Cost of Awareness: A Network Perspective on Negative Impacts of Communication Technology on Psychological Wellbeing
Adviser: Keith Hampton

Steven Schuyler Voorhees
Dissertation title: The Political Economy of Televisual Flow and Industrial Perception of Audiences
Adviser: Philip M. Napoli

Qun Wang ²
Adviser: Susan Keith

Penina Ita Wiesman ²
Dissertation title: Anchors Away: Exploring the Broader, More Comprehensive Online Public Sphere
Adviser: Lauren Feldman

Hyunsook Youn
Dissertation title: The Influence of Volunteer Communication Networks on Identification and Engagement
Advisers: Marya Doerfel and Craig Scott

¹ Indicates October 2019 graduates
² Indicates January 2020 graduates

* Doctoral candidates completing requirements after April 2020 will be recognized in May 2021.
About the School of Communication and Information

The School of Communication and Information is a dynamic center of learning at the heart of Rutgers-New Brunswick on the College Avenue campus. While some of our academic programs were first offered in the early 20th century, the school itself was founded in 1982, and its research and teaching focus on communication, social and new media, library and information science, journalism and media studies, and information technology. The school's competitive and renowned programs prepare students for engaged careers available today and developing for tomorrow. Recent initiatives in the school focus on health and wellness; global media, community, and democracy; social media interaction and collaborative design; and leadership, organizations, and policy.

The school is home to three academic departments—Communication, Journalism and Media Studies, and Library and Information Science. We offer undergraduate programs in Communication, Information Technology and Informatics, and Journalism and Media Studies, all leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree; a minor in Digital Communication, Information, and Media and a minor in Gender and Media; master's programs in Communication and Media and in Information (accredited by the American Library Association); an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Communication, Information, and Media; and continuing education programs. Over 2,500 students are enrolled in our degree programs, and many thousands more Rutgers students take elective classes with us. SC&I has offices, classrooms, and laboratories in New Brunswick at 4 Huntington Street, the adjacent DeWitt House at 185 College Avenue, the SC&I Annex and Friedrich House at 192 College Avenue, Huntington House at 184 College Avenue, Richardson House at 1 Richardson Street, and suite within Alexander Library at 169 College Avenue. Computer, multimedia, broadcast, information organization, and communication interaction laboratories and facilities are available for the use of its students and faculty.

Among the distinguished faculty of the school have been Fulbright Fellows, Woodrow Wilson Fellows, and Annenberg Scholars; Fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and American Council of Learned Societies; recipients of the Hiet Prize in the Humanities and awards from the Academy of Management, American Society for Information Science, Association of Computing Machinery, the Journal of the American Society for Information Science, and the National Communication Association; Peabody Award winners; and recipients of Rutgers University awards for teaching, research, and service, among other honors.

Our outstanding students have included recipients of dissertation awards from the American Society for Information Science & Technology (ASIS&T), the Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE), and the National Communication Association (NCA), as well as Beta Phi Mu Dissertation Fellowships; winners of the student chapter of the year awards from ASIS&T and the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA); recipients of the Ralph Bunche Fellowship Award, National Research Council Associateships, Rutgers Presidential Fellowships, and Johnson & Johnson Fellowships; and hundreds of inductees into disciplinary honor societies.
Administration

Jonathan Potter, Dean and Distinguished Professor of Communication
Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean for Research and Professor of Communication
Dafna Lernish, Associate Dean for Programs and Distinguished Professor of Journalism and Media Studies
Karen Hundt Novick, Associate Dean for Administration
Narda Acevedo, Director of Business and Administration
Rob Eccles, Assistant Dean for Development
Regina Efimchik, Director of Professional Development Studies
Kevin J. Ewell, Assistant Dean for Student Services
Jon L. Oliver, Assistant Dean for Information Technology
Brenda Sheridan, Director of Strategic Communications
Sharon Stoeger, Assistant Dean for Instructional Support and Assessment
Kaitlin L. Costello, Assistant Professor
Marija Dalbello, Associate Professor
Michael Doyle, Lecturer
Suchinthi Fernando, Teaching Instructor
GoUn Kim, Teaching Instructor
Sunyoung Kim, Assistant Professor
E.E. Lawrence, Assistant Professor
Michael Lesk, Professor
Britt Paris, Assistant Professor
Lilia Pavlovsky, Associate Teaching Professor and Director of the Master’s Program
Marie L. Radford, Professor and Chair
Rebecca B. Reynolds, Associate Professor
Charles Sentieto, Associate Professor
Vivek K. Singh, Assistant Professor
Anselm Spoerri, Associate Teaching Professor
Gretchen Stahlman, Assistant Professor
Ross J. Todd, Associate Professor
Joyce Kasman Valenza, Assistant Teaching Professor
Nina Wachholder, Associate Professor

Faculty with School-Wide Appointments

Mary Chayko, Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies
Naomi Klein, Gloria Steinem Endowed Chair in Media, Culture and Feminist Studies
Clifton Lacy, Distinguished Professor of Professional Practice
Jorge Reina Schement, Professor

Staff

Marissa Anema, Assistant Director of Marketing and Communications
Veronica Armour, Instructional Design Specialist
Joseph Bae, Research Program Coordinator, Center for Communication and Health Issues
John Bowen, Web and Application Developer
Elizabeth A. Ciccone, Business Manager
Francine Corcione, Administrative Coordinator
Linda Dondero, Faculty Support Assistant
Nancy Eng, Department Administrator
Kathryn Frauenheim, Facilities Coordinator
Lauren Gagliardi, Assistant Dean for Graduate Students
Nella Gonzalez, Administrative Assistant to the Deans
Ronnette Henry, Research Project Coordinator
Mayra Howell, Business Specialist
Meghan Ingstrup, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Students
Idiko Koczan, Assistant Director of Student Services for Career Services
Danielle Lopez, Coordinator of Student Services
Erica Lucci, Instructional Design Specialist
Allison Machiavetta, Student Counselor
Jodi Marcou, Development Specialist
Krupa Mohanty, Student Services Specialist
Maureen Newman, Information Systems Manager
Carol Heher Peters, Public Relations Specialist
Marisol Porter, Faculty Support Administrator
Stacey Porter, Business Specialist
Susan Raitman, Student Counselor
Andrea Sacco, Administrative Assistant, Student Services
Michael Souren, System Administrator
Yvonne Sultan, Research Program Coordinator
Maryanne Surowiec, Professional Development Studies Program Coordinator
Eliaa Tsang, Unit Computing Manager
Margo Weber, Senior Program Coordinator
Jennifer Wenut, Faculty Support Assistant
Omari Williams, Budget Analyst
Craig Winston, Research Writer and Editor
Danielle Yglesias, Faculty Support Assistant
George Yu, Unit Computing Manager

Faculty

Department of Communication

Mark Beal, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Galina Bolden, Professor
Erin Christie, Teaching Instructor
Marya L. Doerfel, Professor
R. Richard Dool, Teaching Professor and Director of the Master’s Program
J. Sophia Fu, Assistant Professor
Kathryn Greene, Professor
Alexa Hepburn, Research Professor
Brian Householder, Assistant Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies
Vikki S. Katz, Associate Professor
Jeffrey Lane, Assistant Professor
Nikolaos Linardopoulos, Associate Teaching Professor and Coordinator of the Public Speaking Program
Jenny S. Mandelbaum, Professor
Matthew Matsaganis, Associate Professor
Lisa Mikesell, Associate Professor
Katherine Ognyanova, Assistant Professor
Brent D. Ruben, Distinguished Professor and Senior Fellow, Center for Organizational Development and Leadership
Craig R. Scott, Professor and Department Chair
Lea P. Stewart, Professor
Jennifer Theiss, Professor and Director of the Ph.D. Program
Itzhak Yanovitzky, Associate Professor

Department of Journalism and Media Studies

Melissa Aronczyk, Associate Professor
Neil Bennett, Teaching Instructor
Jack Bratich, Associate Professor
Mary D’Ambrosio, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Lauren Feldman, Associate Professor
Juan D. González, Professor of Professional Practice
David Greenberg, Professor
Amy Jordan, Professor
Susan Keith, Associate Professor and Department Chair
Rachel Kremer, Teaching Instructor
Chenjerai Kumanyika, Assistant Professor
Deepa Kumar, Associate Professor
Regina Marchi, Associate Professor
Steven Miller, Professor of Professional Practice and Director of Undergraduate Studies
John V. Pavlik, Professor
Caitlin Petre, Assistant Professor
Khadijah White, Assistant Professor
Todd Wolfson, Associate Professor

Department of Library and Information Science

Warren Allen, Assistant Teaching Professor and Director of the Undergraduate Program
Marc Aronson, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Nicholas J. Belkin, Distinguished Professor

Administration, Faculty, and Staff of the School of Communication and Information

George Yu, Unit Computing Manager
Margo Weber, Senior Program Coordinator
Jennifer Wenut, Faculty Support Assistant
Omari Williams, Budget Analyst
Craig Winston, Research Writer and Editor
Danielle Yglesias, Faculty Support Assistant
George Yu, Unit Computing Manager
Congratulations! You are now one of more than 500,000 alumni worldwide—a global community that is scarlet forever. Your membership in the Rutgers University Alumni Association starts now, lasts a lifetime, and gives you access to:

- Diverse Alumni Groups across the U.S. and abroad
- Career Resources and networking opportunities
- Exclusive events and digital experiences
- Alumni Perkscard™ discounts
- Volunteer experiences

Visit Ralumni.com/newgrads to learn more ways to stay Scarlet Forever™.
On the Banks of the Old Raritan  
(The Rutgers Alma Mater)

“On the Banks” has been sung at Rutgers since 1873

Verse I

From far and near we came to Rutgers,  
And resolved to learn all that we can;  
And so we settled down,  
In that noisy college town,  
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,  
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,  
For has she not stood  
Since the time of the flood,  
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Verse V

Then sing aloud to Alma Mater,  
And keep the scarlet in the van;  
For with her motto high,  
Rutgers' name shall never die,  
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,  
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,  
For has she not stood  
Since the time of the flood,  
On the banks of the old Raritan.